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Read by Tyler Oakley! Pop culture phenomenon, social rights advocate, and the most prominent

LGBTQ+ voice on YouTube, Tyler Oakley brings you his first collection of witty, personal, and

hilarious essays written in the voice that's earned him more than 21 million followers across social

media.  For someone who made a career out of oversharing on the Internet, Tyler Oakley has a

shocking number of personal mishaps and shenanigans to reveal in his first book: He experienced a

legitimate rage blackout in a Cheesecake Factory; he had a fashion stand-off with the White House

Secret Service; he crashed a car in front of his entire high school in an Arby's uniform; he projectile

vomited while bartering with a grandmother. With millions of fans clamoring for more Tyler Oakley,

he delivers his best untold, hilariously side-splitting moments with trademark flair in Binge.
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Why does it seem like being an avid YouTube fan has to be such a dirty secret? Is it because so

many people are so behind the times in terms of entertainment that it is still seen as weird and

kooky to turn to it as a primary source of media? Or is it just an acquired taste? Either way, here's a

personal admission that I never had sufficient reason to declare passionately on social media until

now: I have loved Tyler Oakley for so many years. I have loved him with a true, pure, beautiful

adoration dating back to the day my best friend/old roommate and I stumbled upon his channel in

2011. Now, years later, Tyler's empire is building and stacking up to be one of the most impressive

in the entire online community. I'm proud of my little baby kindred spirit, and I love him now as much



as I did the day we found his "HOW TO: Pray The Gay Away" video (that's right, young fans...I was

there before the stalking One Direction video). At present, I have just finished his book at the end of

my long night shift and passed it off to my partner, who just happens to be another avid YouTube

content consumer and fan of our Queen Oakley. We spend our nights watching some of the other

greats: Joey Graceffa, Mamrie Hart, Dan Howell, Phil Lester, Shane Dawson, Trisha Paytas, Zoe

Sugg, and (my personal favorite right now) Drew Monson, just to name a few. Tyler, himself,

embodies everything you want in a friend and his videos have become a tremendous source of

comfort for me. It truly fills my heart with joy to know that anyone out there who may be struggling

can turn to him and others like him to find refuge and strength.
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